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Mycobacterium tuberculosis, acid fast bacilli stained by Ziehl-Neelsen’s technique is a gram-positive bacteria. Infection caused 
by this organism is an important clinical diagnosis for consideration especially in extra pulmonary location. Despite slow 

replication rate (15-20 hours), the pathogen survived in many unfavorable conditions due to its unusual acidic wall content; the 
hallmark for its resistance and virulence. Infection by this organism is often related to the presence of hyper virulence mutant 
strain. Deletion of modifying enzymes or regulators that respond to environmental stimuli is responsible for these mutants to 
induce a protective granuloma enabling long-term persistent infection. M. tuberculosis survives and grows in an oxygenated 
environment to oxidized glucose substrate in order to obtain energy during the process of cellular respiration. 

Radiopharmaceutical agent 2-deoxy-2-(18F) fluoro-D-glucose (18F-FDG) is a chemical widely used for in-vivo oncology 
imaging. This glucose analogue is a positron emitter. When injected into the body, 18F-FDG is taken into living tissues similar to 
glucose metabolic pathway. The intensity of uptake depends on the rate of tissue metabolism. This process can be mapped and 
quantified using a positron emission tomography computed tomography system, an integrated imaging modality. 

This study highlights the features of multisystem M. tuberculosis infection translated through the rate of tissue metabolism 
using 18F-FDG tracer. The presence of m.tuberculosis infection or granulomatous lesion is qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed 
against microbial isolation and tissue biopsy yield. In view of increasing worldwide incidence of M. tuberculosis infection and 
multidrug resistance (MDR) strain, the encouraging result of this study offer a non-conventional solution in clinical detection of 
tuberculosis infection granting further studies in translational clinical microbiology using molecular imaging technique.
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